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Abstract 
Maximum Concurrent Flow Problem [16] with multiple 
channels in wireless mesh network is presented. The analysis is 
carried out based on the Physical Model [8], where every receiver 
has a fixed QoS requirement and we aim to find a common 
multiple scalar to scale up these QoS requirements. W e model 
the problem into a min-max optimization problem in which the 
solution is the min-max channel assignment pattern that can 
yield the optimal concurrent flow. 
Finding the min-max channel assignment pattern is generally 
a NP-Hard problem [1]. W e focus on the optimal solution of an 
equal-distance chain network. Optimal solutions of this kind of 
networks can be achieved by Bottleneck Assignment Heuristic 
Algorithm, provided that the number of communication links is 
divisible by the number of channels. For any general network, 
Sequential Assignment Heuristic Algorithm is proposed. Simu-
lations are carried out and the results show that this algorithm 
always has good performance. 
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摘 要 
這篇論文主要論述在多線道情況下最大並行流問題(Maximum Concurrent F low 
Problem) [16]如何在無線網狀網路(wireless mesh network)上解決。整篇論文係 
以物理層模型(physical model ) [8]作爲分析的依據，也就是說每一個接收器都有 
特定限制的服務質量(QoS)要求，而最大並行流問題就係要找出一個可乘數在不 
改變各接收器服務質量的比率的前提下同時提高傳輸質素。我們把這個問題變 




線道分配情況，然後提出瓶頸分配啓發式演算法(bottleneck assignment heuristic 
algorithm) ’並證明此演算法能在某些鏈狀網路達到最優化線道分配，而在一般 
的鏈狀網路亦有優演表現。另外我們亦提出逐項分配啓發式演算法(sequential 
assignment heuristic algorithm) ’並透過彷真實驗證實在一般網路下逐項分配啓 
發式演算法有良好表現。 
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Introduction comes here. 
1.1 Infrastructure of Wireless Mesh Networks 
Wireless Mesh Networks(WMN) have been investigated by 
many researchers for several years [2] [17] [22]. In [2], a review 
on how wireless mesh networks play an important role in future 
network development is given. In [17], a deep analysis about 
the main contributions of wireless mesh networks in current and 
future wireless access systems is made, and the main challenges 
that matter in the development of wireless mesh networks are 
presented. In [22], a comparison between wireless mesh net-
works and traditional PMP(point to multi-point) systems (e.g. 
wireless cellular network) is made. The comparison is based 
on the measurements in co-channel as well as adjacent channel 
interferences, channel capacity and degrees of frequency reuse. 
The results show that wireless mesh networks outperform P M P 
systems. The basic infrastructure of a wireless mesh network is 
shown in figure 1 [2], where dash and solid lines indicate wireless 
、 1 
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Figure 1: Wireless Mesh Network [2] 
Wireless mesh networks describe a group of network nodes 
existing in a specific topology, where each of them has direct 
communications only with a few of the other nodes that are ge-
ographically close to this node. As a result, a wireless network 
topology formed by the nodes and the links is called the wireless 
m e s h backbone. Each node can be regarded as a mesh router 
that contains routing function to forward the packet to differ-
ent destinations. As shown in figure 1, some of the nodes are 
purely mesh routers, while the other nodes can be acted as both 
a router and a gateway. These wireless mesh gateways connect 
to different wireless access systems, such as WiMax, mobile net-
work, internet or any other wireless access system. Each mesh 
gateway collects and forwards the packets from its correspond-
ing wireless networks to other mesh gateways and vice versa. 
So the wireless mesh backbone is responsible for the communi-
cations among different kinds of wireless networks. The mesh 
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networks enable users that come from different access systems 
to communicate. 
According to different application, wireless mesh network can 
be classified into three main groups [2]: 
1. Infrastructure/Backbone W M N s 
This is what we show in figure 1. There has a wireless 
mesh backbone that acts as a media among different wire-
less access systems. The mesh routers have the ability of 
self-configuration, self-healing as well as self-forming prop-
erties. Usually it is connected to internet through wired 
links (usually Ethernet). This is the most common type of 
W M N s . 
2. Client W M N s 
This is a peer-to-peer network among the client devices. 
Each client is responsible for the routing and configuration 
and of course, the end users' applications. In other words, 
the client device is also the routing device to help other 
sources reach their own destinations. High requirements 
are set on the client devices because they are responsible 
for more functionality. The power consumption is also more 
compared to backbone W M N s . 
3. Hybrid W M N s 
This is the combination of backbone and client W M N s . 
The mesh routers exist to carry out the routing task. In 
addition there are peer-to-peer communications among the 
client nodes. The connectivity and coverage is increased. 
The hybrid W M N is highly recommended in [2] because it en-
hanced connectivity and reliability. However, the cost to imple-
ment such a network is also higher. 
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1.2 Characteristics and Advantages of WMNs 
Wireless mesh networks become a hot topic in research for the 
past several years mainly because of its potential of main con-
tributions in future wireless networks' technologies. Some per-
formance evaluation is carried out by [22] to show that mesh 
network can outperform traditional cellular network. This is 
mainly because of the following characteristics of W M N : 
1. Multi-hop wireless network 
W M N is a multi-hop wireless network where each node only 
communicates with a few of the nodes which are short-
ranged from it. Each node itself is a mesh router that 
carries out the routing function. In this way, exchange of 
data becomes possible even the source and destination are 
far away from each other. This greatly increases the cov-
erage range without sacrificing the channel capacity. Also, 
the non-line-of-sight connectivity is provided by multi-hop 
nature. 
2. Self-configuration, self-healing, self-forming 
Depending on different traffic condition and fading envi-
ronment, the mesh routers are able to change their connec-
tivity, routing path, transmission power, frequency channel 
and any others resources. These provide a flexible network 
architecture and capability to maximize the network per-
formance. 
3. Multiple types of network access 
W M N integrates different wireless networks and provides 
services to end users from these networks. If hybrid W M N 
is used, peer-to-peer connectivity is also available among 
some of the client nodes. The high compatibility and in-
terpretability of W M N is a key feature to provide ideal 
performance. 
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4. Low transmitting power 
Each node in W M N only needs to transmit data to the node 
in short range. Only low transmitting power is needed in 
each transaction. 
5. Multiple radios 
Multiple radios are always equipped in wireless mesh routers 
so that they can transmit and receive at the same time on 
different frequency channels. 
The above characteristics are the core objectives in W M N s in 
order to start a new generation. With these characteristics, 
W M N s have obvious advantages compared to traditional P M P 
systems, which is summarized as follows: 
1. Dedicated routing and configuration 
Since W M N s have the ability of self-configuring and self-
forming, their topology can change dynamically, accord-
ing to different traffic distribution across the client net-
works. For example, if one client network suddenly has 
instantaneously high traffic demand, the traffic load of the 
corresponding mesh gateway increases. Then, more mesh 
routers should connect to that gateway to provide more 
routing paths, and that gateway should not has too much 
load in forwarding packets from other mesh routers. With 
this flexibility W M N s can always achieve high throughput 
even with changing traffic distribution. 
2. Mobility 
In cellular network, to handle the problem of mobility, soft 
or hard handoff is carried out when the client device moves 
across the boundary of two cells [15]. This sometimes de-
grades the quality of the transmission. Also handoff in-
volves a series of complicated tasks. In contrast, W M N s 
consist of large number of mesh routers dedicated to dif-
ferent types of network in different sites. The client device 
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can simply detect the mesh router that gives it strongest 
signal and transmit through that router. High mobility is 
provided. 
3. Low power consumption 
Because of the multi-hop nature, each node in W M N s only 
need low transmitting power in each transaction. As a re-
sult, the power consumption is low for each node, and they 
can transmit/receive on different frequency channels for a 
long duration. 
4. Low interference and high frequency reuse 
Since the transmitting power is low for every node, each 
of them experiences only low interference powers from the 
others. A high QoS is provided. With high QoS，the degree 
of frequency reuse is high also, as the mutual interference 
is low between any two links. 
5. Large coverage 
With multi-hop property, the direct transmission coverage 
for each node does not need to be too large but the ac-
tual coverage is in fact much larger than those nodes in 
P M P systems. This is because throughout routing, the 
nodes that are not in its direct transmission range can also 
be reachable. In addition, the capacity and quality of the 
channels are not degraded. 
6. Reliability 
In W M N s , back up links are always easily provided, due to 
its flexible architecture. Reliable and stable data rate can 
be provided by W M N s . 
7. Fast deployment 
Adding a new mesh router, or a new client in W M N s only 
takes little time and low costs. The rate of deployment is 
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much faster than cellular network or wired network. Only 
with fast deployment, high scalability can be guaranteed. 
The difference between W M N s and P M P systems is shown in 
22] in terms of traffic capacity. It is obvious to see that with 
proper design of M A C protocol and routing protocol, W M N s 
can outperform P M P systems. They also illustrate the high 
potential of W M N s to have main contributions in future wireless 
technology. 
1.3 Challenges 
From the previous sections, it is obvious that W M N s shall be-
come the main focus in future researches. Recently, there are 
still many challenges in W M N s that are needed to be solved. 
For example, a careful coordination is required to support sev-
eral kinds of non-trivial operations including routing, time slots 
scheduling, frequency assignment, power control, cooperative 
transmissions, rate control and so on. The topology and the 
location of the nodes as well as the resources allocation need to 
be carefully analyzed and designed. The routing protocol should 
be simple so that the end-to-end transmission can process effi-
ciently even for a large number of nodes in the network. This is 
very important for the scalability of W M N s since the network 
performance cannot degrade too much even in a large mesh net-
work. Furthermore, link adaptation is also an important role. 
The bad links/paths should be repaired with quick response from 
the mesh network in order to provide seamless changes for the 
end users. All these are challenges that are needed to be tackled 
before the full deployment of W M N s . 
In addition, P.R.Kumar talked about the capacity limit of a 
wireless network in terms of the number of active nodes in [6 . 
L.Qiu talked about the impact of interference of a multi-hop 
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wireless mesh network and illustrated how the mutual interfer-
ences among the active nodes affected the transmitting data rate 
in [8]. Many other researchers focused on the achievable rates in 
multi-hop wireless mesh network with joint routing and schedul-
ing in multi-radio multi-channel scenario [9] [26] [13]. They all 
demonstrate the complexity of the research problems in W M N s , 
even they all carried out their work based on some simplified 
model. 
In particular, one of the complex problems in the wireless 
mesh network is the channel assignment problem [18], which is 
the generalization of the problem of frequency allocation, time 
slot scheduling or spreading code assignment. Most of the work 
concerning channel assignment was based on the Protocol Model 
that only a pair of nodes can have communications in every in-
terference cluster so that no interference occurs [11] [12], In real-
ity, simultaneous communications should be allowed for several 
pairs of nodes if all of them can fulfill the QoS requirements. In 
other words, same channel can be reused among the links so that 
every link does not violate the QoS requirement. With this kind 
of channel reuse, the required number of channels is reduced, or 
in other words, the achievable data rate can be increased with 
a fixed number of orthogonal channels being provided, because 
every channel is utilized efficiently. 
In this thesis, the Maximum Concurrent Flow Problem 
under multi-channels scenario is analyzed [16]. A similar prob-
lem have been under investigation by using Protocol Model in 
11] [12]. W e would analyze the problem based on the Physical 
Model[%], which is surely more realistic. The concept of channel 
congestion measurement is also introduced to be a core part of 
our investigation [21]. This thesis is organized as follows. In 
chapter 2, a related background study is provided. In chap-
ter 3，we formulate the optimization problems mathematically. 
In chapter 4, a deep analysis on chain network is given. T w o 
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heuristic algorithms are described in chapter 5 and chapter 6. 
Finally we give a conclusion in chapter 7. 




Background study about the M C F P , channel assignment 
and congestion control. 
2.1 Maximum Concurrent Flow Problem 
Maximum Concurrent Flow Problem (MCFP) was first 
mentioned in [16] in 1990. The problem was defined as follows: 
Assume that a network with node set N and link set L, where 
a link exists between two nodes when these two nodes have di-
rect communication link, is static and its topology being known. 
There are V end-to-end source-destination pairs inside the net-
work, where 
~ V 2 ； 
The source-destination pairs is labeled as 
(Sy,dy) V e 1,2, . . . ,V 
For each source-destination pair (s^ , dy), there is a corresponding 
traffic demanding rate ?v The vector 
r = {rur2,...,rv} 
10 
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is fixed, meaning that the ratio among the traffic demanding 
rates of all source-destination pairs are fixed. M C F P is aiming 
to find a largest possible scalar A, which is defined as system 
throughput in [16], to scale up the vector r without violating the 
traffic constraints. 
In [16], M C F P is defined for a general network, not limiting 
to a wireless network only. In such a general network, there 
are always more than one possible path between a source and 
a destination. In other words, M C F P is to decide the routing 
path(s) used by every source-destination pair (s^ ；,dy)^  and also 
the corresponding traffic flows in every routing path of (s^, dy). 
Define Py be the path set of (s^, dy), and f{p) be the traffic flows 
in a path p, there are elementary two traffic constraints in a gen-
eral network. The first one is that the incoming(outgoing) traffic 
flows from(to) a source 5^ ；(destination dy) is limited by the total 
traffic flow Xvy. The second is that the traffic flows in any link 
I G L cannot exceed the capacity limit C{1). In mathematical 
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M C F P has been investigated for many years. In [16], a 
e-optimal routing algorithm was proposed, and the duality of 
M C F P was derived also. [4] and [10] developed faster and sim-
pler approximation schemes to find out the e-optimal solutions. 
Then M.Kodialam and T.Nandagopal introduced the concept 
of M C F P to multi-hop wireless net works [11] [12]. They investi-
gated the maximum achievable rates by jointly schedule the or-
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thogonal channels, routing paths and traffic flows in wireless net-
works. They considered interference in protocol model[8]. Under 
this model, only one link can active in one time slot within every 
set of interference links. So no interference would occur in every 
transmission. In this thesis, we try to consider the MCFP by 
physical model[S], where simultaneous transmission is allowed, 
provided that each of them fulfill the QoS requirement. This is 
more complex but also more realistic model. 
2.2 Channel Assignment 
Channel assignment has become an important topic in recent 
years in resource allocation of wireless network[9]. In the current 
common wireless network standards like IEE802.11a, IEE802.11b, 
there are multiple orthogonal channels (lEE 802.11a has 12, 
while IEE802.11b has 3) available for every user to choose for 
communications [13]. Users operate in different channels can be 
assumed to have no interference among each other. By suitable 
channel assignment and channel reuse in the wireless network, 
the system throughput as well as the spectral efficiency can be 
improved obviously. 
In [18], channel assignment and channel reuse in the classi-
cal wireless cellular network were considered. They proposed 
the Sequential Packing Heuristic Algorithm that proved that 
optimum is achievable for a cellular network with a geographic 
layout consisting of 3 or less parallel layers. Channel assign-
ment in multi-hop wireless network was also under investigation 
13]. Many of them focus on the protocol model[8] in consider-
ing interference. Joint routing and joint scheduling of a multi-
radio multi-channel multi-hop wireless network was considered 
in [26]. Protocol design to carry out dynamic channel selection 
subject to maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio in each receiver 
was considered in [9]. The degree of improvement in using mul-
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tiple channels in wireless mesh network was illustrated in [13 . 
They showed that with 2 channels assigned properly there is 
a gaining factor up to 8. In [11] [12], maximal achievable sys-
tem throughput with scaled proportional fairness was exploited. 
They introduced the concept of MCFP to multi-hop wireless 
network also. 
Not much research works try to consider the channel assign-
ment problem under the consideration of a physical model of 
interference[8]. It is partly because physical model is much more 
difficult to handle compared to protocol model. In this thesis, we 
try to model the channel assignment problem under the physical 
model. The core objective is based on the congestion control, the 
concept of which is introduced in next section. 
2.3 Congestion Control 
The capacity of a wireless network can be defined and measured 
in many different ways. Capacity defined by information theory 
is one of them, which the throughput is shown to be 
where each node is assumed to be transmitted in the rate W bit 
per seconds, and \N\ is the total number of nodes in the wireless 
network [6]. From this result we can see that the capacity of 
the wireless network would monotonically decreasing with the 
number of nodes |iV|. W e can say the network is congested if 
there are too many nodes(or links) transmitted at the same time. 
The congestion measurement of a wireless network has been 
under investigation for many years [21] [7] [25]. The definition 
of congestion is that how many number of active links can be 
operated at the same time, or more general, in the same channel, 
which they will all satisfy QoS requirements. The idea of how 
to measure the congestion of a wireless network is expressed 
clearly in [21], which focuses on D S - C D M A cellular network. In 
this thesis, we would apply similar idea to multi-hop wireless 
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mesh network. The idea is as follows. 
Transmitter t； Transmitter tj 
{xj 
Receiver「丨 Receiver「丨 
Figure 2: A link gain definition 
W e first label all the links arbitrarily, from 1 to \L\. For each 
link li, it has a transmitter ti and a receiver r,：. Note that U and 
tj may refer to the same node, even if i ^ j. Let Gij denote the 
link gain from tj to rv Figure 2 demonstrates the relationship 
between two links i and j. Suppose the power of ti is fixed Vz, 
and denote it as Pi. Then the signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) of link 
k, denoted as 7“ is expressed as 
v ， ， h Vz (2.1) 
Lj^i GijPj + m 
As in [21], we define a \L\ x \L\ matrix Z = {Zij}, D^ and the —* 
vector P where 
Zij = 广 J 
] \ 0 ifi = j 
i:)^  = diag{7i,72,...,7|L|} 
The noise term rji can be neglected, as it is usually small com-
pared to the interference terms from other active links. Then, 
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it can be shown that we have the following relationship: 
OyZ P = P (2.2) 
—* 
The vector P has all entries real and positive if and only if the 
spectral radius of D ^ Z is smaller than 1 [20]. That is, 
p(D^Z) < 1. (2.3) 
If this condition is satisfied, there is always a corresponding real 
and positive vector P to meet the S N R requirement 7,;,Vz. 
In addition, the value of p[D^Z) is also the global measure 
index of the congestion of the wireless network [7]. The smaller 
the value of the network is less congested. In fact, the 
value of p(ZXyZ) is always dominated by a few links only. The 
physical meaning is that there are only a few links have large 
mutual interference with the remaining links. By removing these 
links(inactive them), the congestion level is much lower [25 . 
In this thesis, we assume multiple orthogonal channels, which 
only the links in the same channel would have mutual interfer-
ence with each other. W e aims to separate the original wireless 
network into several webs, where the maximum congestion level 
among all the webs is as small as possible. This is to solve the 
M C F P in physical layer, which does not has much investigation 
in previous work. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Problem Formulation 
3.1 Physical Model 
Similar to the previous work about congestion control of wireless 
network [20] [25], we represent the wireless network with node 
set N and link set L. A link k e L exists between two nodes in 
N , if this two nodes have direct communications in the wireless 
network. The topology of the network, which we assume it is 
static during we carry out the channel assignment operation, 
represents the topology of a snapshot of the existing nodes. Also, 
we have prior knowledge of this topology. 
W e order the links arbitrarily /i,/2, • • • Each link li has 
the transmitter node U and the receiver node r,；, ti, vi G N . In 
general situation, for i + ]�ti and tjOi may be ti and rj can 
refer to the same node. Figure 3 gives an example of a square 
topology network, with r,； and 亡(i+i)mod 4 refer to the same node. 
Recall the definitions of a \L\ x \L\ matrix Z、diagonal matrix 
—> 
D，and the vector P in chapter 2 as follow: 
G ij • r • • 
= { f 丨 … （3.1) 
I 0 III = J 
D’ = diag{7i ’ 72，...，7|L|} (3.2) 
P = {PI,P2,...,P|L|} (3.3) 
16 
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ti/r4 ll ^ , 〇 O t ' r i • 
I4 丨丨2 
0 , 6 
t4/r3 丨3 
Figure 3: Simple square topology 
Q Chi 2 ^ Wri 
1 
Chl1 丨 Chl1 
I 
O Chl 2 6 丨3/「2 
Ulh 
Figure 4: Square topology in 2 channels 
In the above equations, ji and Pi are the QoS requirement and 
the transmitting power of k respectively. Gij is the link gain 
from tj to Ti. Note that in general, the link gain is time varying 
because of fading effects (such as Rayleigh and Rician). So it 
should be Gij{t) instead of Gij. However, after we make the 
following assumption: 
Assumption 1 The link gains are assumed to be changing much 
slower than the dynamics of the communication systems. 
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Then we can consider Gij as a random variable, and its magni-
tude reflects the effect of path loss and log-normal shadow fading 
effect. This is a traditional assumption in evaluating power con-
trol and congestion control in wireless cellular network [20] [25 
19]. W e extend it to multi-hop wireless mesh network now. 
If every link li meets the QoS requirement, we can write 
7i = • ， ， + Vz (3.4) 
Ej^z GijPj + Vi 
Neglecting the thermal noise term rji, equation (3.4) is simplified 
to 
7. = • p Vz (3.5) 
Grouping all the equations for all links we can represent the 
relationship described by (3.5) into matrix form: 
D�Z P = P (3.6) 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the vector P has all entries real and 
positive if and only if the spectral radius of D ^ Z is smaller than 
1 [20], i.e. 
p{D^Z) < 1. (3.7) 
It is obvious to see that if (3.7) cannot be satisfied, the whole 
network cannot be assigned to one single channel. However, how 
about the case if we have more than one channel? In T D M A 
implementation, this means that although within one period all 
the links are guaranteed to have transmission, some of the links 
can choose to become silent in some time slots, so that all of the 
links can reach corresponding QoS requirements in every active 
time slot. Figure 4 shows the square topology in 2 time slots. 
A natural question is that, how to assign channels to the links 
so that the total network throughput is maximized? This is a 
valuable question, and would be modeled formally as M C F P of 
multiple channels in next section. W e consider the case that we 
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have in total M orthogonal channels. The term channel here has 
similar definition as in [18]. It can be implemented by T D M A , 
F D M A , C D M A or any other methods like channel coding, mul-
tiple antennas(MIMO), O F D M , etcetera. Only the links that 
are active in the same channel would interfere with each other. 
Throughout this whole thesis we would consider the multiple 
channels implemented by F D M A . However, it should be noticed 
that similar analysis can be made on any other implementation 
of multiple channels. The key feature is that all the channel are 
identical and independent with each other. 
Definition 1 web of channel m, denoted by W^n, is the set 
of links that are using channel m. 
3.2 MCFP of Multiple Channels 
3.2.1 MCFP Channel Assignment Pattern 
The MCFP of Multiple Channels has similar structure as 
MCFP of single channel. In the case of one channel, MCFP 
investigates the situation that when there is a fixed ratio among 
the data rates of every end-to-end pairs, finding out the largest 
possible common scaling factor A. Now, since we use the phys-
ical model as described in the previous section, the MCFP is 
formulated in a way similar of that given in [23]. They for-
mulated MCFP by using Shannon's channel capacity formula, 
which is shown as follow: 
XRi<W\og2{l + li). (3.8) 
where Ri is the data rate of link i, W is the channel bandwidth, 
7i is the QoS requirement of link i. It should be noticed that by 
neglecting the thermal noise terms r]i for all z, we have equation 
(3.5) for all i, showing that every rate vector can be realized 
if equation (3.7) holds [23]. Furthermore, in [23], it has been 
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shown that there is a lower bound and upper bound of the value 
of A for a web W m as below: 
VK W 
p{DnZ) \ n 2 〉 入 〉 ( 3 . 9 ) 
From the above equation, the definition of Dr is 
DR = diag{Ri, /?2，.. •’ R\L\}- (3.10) 
For any A satisfying equation (3.9), there is a corresponding real 
and positive vector P to realize all the QoS and traffic require-
ments within the web. It is obvious that to maximize 入，the 
minimum over all QoS requirements ji should be maximized so 
that the available channel bandwidth is maximized. W e have 
the following assumption: 
Assumption 2 Every link in L is assigned to only one channel 
out of the M possible channels. 
Suppose Xi is a variable that 
Xi = m if li is assigned to channel m (3.11) 
W e define Channel Assignment Pattern as follow: 
Definition 2 The vector X = {Xi,X2,..., is called the 
Channel Assignment Pattern of a multi-hop wireless net-
work. 
Furthermore, we define the variable 5m{Xi) by 
綱 = 广 (3.12) 
I 0 otherwise 
N o w we can state out the M C F P of multiple channels in an 
optimization problem (P) as follows: 
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Figure 5: 71 = 73�72 = 74 = {1,2, 3’ 2} 
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Figure 6: 72 = 74 > 7i = 73 X* = {1’ 2’ 1，3} 
m a x A (3.13) 
such that 
E 纳 E^n 知 》 S u x 抓 : 广 V Z ^ I ^ (3.14) 
+ (3.15) 
A > 0 Pi > 0 Vz 
Definition 3 The optimization problem (P) is called the MCFP 
of Multiple Channels. 
The MCFP of Multiple Channel looks for a channel assign-
ment pattern such that the value of 入 is maximized. 
Definition 4 All the solutions of MCFP of multiple channels 
are called the optimal MCFP channel assignment pat-
tern. 
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Note that the solution is affected by the link gains and hence the 
topology of the network. It is also affected by the QoS require-
ments also. Figure 5 and figure 6 show that in a square topology 
different QoS requirements give out different M C F P channel as-
signment pattern. In general, the M C F P channel assignment 
pattern is not unique. 
3.2.2 Min-max Spectral Radius Optimization 
The optimization problem (P) as mentioned above is generally 
a very complicated problem. The scaling factor, A, is common 
over all the existing M channels. It is already shown that even 
in a network with only four links with 3 channels, you can have 
different answers of the M C F P channel assignment pattern with 
different set of QoS requirements. Also, all the entries ofP must 
be real and positive, which further increases the complexity of 
the problem. In order to make it easier to be investigated, we 
would like to ask the question: What is the largest possible value 
of A after guaranteeing that the vector P is real and positive? 
W e answer this question by first decomposing the entire wire-
less network into M webs, where only links within the same web 
have mutual interference. This is due to the fact that after as-
signing every link in one of the existing M channels, only those 
links in the same channel would interfere with each other. For 
each m G 1, 2,..., M , we define 
= diag{(UXO’ 知(而)，...，丨)} (3.16) 
Then the link gain matrix for channel m，denoted by Zm is 
= A ^ Z A m (3.17) 
The power vector in channel m , denoted by P ^ is 
Pm = { S A X l ) P u S m i X 2 ) P 2 , … ， } (3-18) 
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To illustrate the above notations, we consider a simple example 
that we have a 4 x 4 original link gain matrix Z and we have 
M 二 2 channels, where 
/ 0 0.1 0.4 0.2 \ r Pi ‘ 
Z _ 0.1 0 0.3 0.5 p __ P2 
— 0 . 4 0.3 0 0.8 一 Ps 
\�.2 �.5 �.8 0 J P4 
Suppose the M C F P channel assignment pattern is that X = 
{1’ 1’ 2’ 2}，then 
/ 0 0.1 0 o\ /o 0 0 0 \ 
0.1 0 0 0 ^ _ 0 0 0 0 
1 - 0 0 0 0 卜 0 0 0 0.8 
\ 0 0 0 oy \o 0 0.8 0 / 
>1] r 0 _ 
户 2 卢 2 = 0 
0 Ps 
0 J I/4 
With the above notations, and by similar method in previous 
section, we can formulate the similar formula like equation (3.6): 
D ^ Z m Pm = Pm V m (3.19) 
N o w we look back to the optimization problem (P) which the 
objective is to maximize the value of the scalar A. It is equivalent 
to maximizing the minimum of all over all channel web, so 
that the condition for congestion control [21] is hold for every 
web, which is 
< 1 V m (3.20) 
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For equation (3.20) holds for all m, the entries of the vector P 
is guaranteed to be real and positive. So maximizing the scaling 
factor A is in fact equivalent to minimizing the maximum of 
P^D^Zto). W e have the optimization (P2) as below: 
min max p{D^Zm) (3.21) 
X 讯 
such that 
p{D^Zjn) < 1 V m (3.22) 
Zm = ^ m Z ^ rn (3.23) 
八爪 P?) = diag{5 爪(Xi),知(义2),.. ..SrniXiLl)} (3.24) 
5UXi) = 1 V/, G L (3.25) 
m 
m e 1,2,...,M 
W e called this problem the min-max spectral radius assign-
ment problem. 
3.2.3 Min-max Channel Assignment Problem 
The spectral radius of a matrix is an non-linear function of its 
entries, which is difficult to handle. Luckily, there are well-
known upper and lower bound for the spectral radius of a non-
negative matrix A [25]: 
min dij < p{A) < max a^ (3.26) 
i , “ i ‘“ 
3 3 
min ^ ^ dji < p{A) < max ^  aji (3.27) 
Z % 
3 3 
That means the minimum row/column sum and the maximum 
row/colomn sum of A is the lower bound and upper bound to 
the spectral radius of A respectively. By letting 
二 D而, (3.28) 
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the min-max spectral radius assignment problem becomes 
丨乙丨 
min max (^^An.y, J^Anji) (3.29) 
iei’2，...’|L| 户 1 
such that 
丨 丨乙丨 
^ 乂爪’ij <1， Y ^ ^mji < 1 V m (3.30) 
j=i j=i 
Zm — ^ m ^ ^ m (3.31) 
A m ( ^ ) = diag{^(Xi)，4(X2)，.. (3.32) 
= 1 V/, G L (3.33) 
m 
m e 1,2,...,M (3.34) 
Now, the objective function of the optimization problem be-
comes the maximum of the row/column sum of the product of 
D’ and link gain matrix Zm-
Definition 5 The above optimization problem is called the Min-
max Channel Assignment Problem. 
Definition 6 The solution of Min-max Channel Assignment Prob-
lem is called the Min-max Channel Assignment Pattern. 
We denote it as X*. 
The min-max channel assignment problem is closely related 
to the matching problem and assignment problem in combina-
torial optimization [14]. In chapter 4，we would investigate the 
min-max channel assignment pattern in chain network. In chap-
ter 5 and 6, we would describe two different heuristic algorithms 
to solve the problem. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
M i n - m a x Pattern in Chain 
Network 
Summary 
Min-max channel assignment pattern in a chain net-
work. 
4.1 Chain Network 
In chapter 3，we formulate the Min-max Channel Assignment 
Problem. In this section, we want to investigate the min-max 
channel assignment pattern in the chain network. First, we pro-
vide the definition of chain network. 
Definition 7 A Chain network is a wireless mesh network 
where the nodes (mesh routers) are located along the line in the 
direction of vector v as shown in figure 1. 
W e can order the links along the direction of v in ascending 
order label them as /i, I2, • • •, h- Any link k has only incident 
on two nodes, one on left and the other on the right hand side. 
So ti and 7\ are the nodes that is on the left and right hand side 
of li respectively. There have totally K links. For each link li, 
26 
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丨’I"1 t2 h ts 『3 IK-I kA tK k 
( M ) ( M ) ( M ) " 例 ( M ) 
丨1 丨2 丨3 丨K.1 IK 
Figure 7: Equal-distance chain network 
other than /i and Ik, the first link and the last link, there are 
two closest links that are refereed as its left and right neighbor 
respectively. Link li has only the right neighbor and link Ik has 
oly the left neighbor. W e have the following key assumptions on 
a chain network: 
Assumption 3 All the nodes in the chain network is either a 
transmitter or a receiver at a given time for a given frequency 
channel, but not both. 
The nodes can be ordered in similar way also. In this thesis, 
the structure of the link gain matrix Z plays an important role 
in designing the min-max channel assignment pattern of a net-
work. In a chain network, it is affected by the location of the 
nodes along the direction of v. In other words, the physical 
distance between any nodes does matter to the min-max chan-
nel assignment pattern. So we have the following definiton of 
equal-distance of a chain network as follows: 
Definition 8 A chain network is said to be equal-distance if 
it is a lattice network [23] that the location of the i — th node is 
located at the point (z, 0). 
The chain shown in figure 7 is in fact an equal-distance chain. In 
this thesis, how the location of the nodes affecting the min-max 
channel assignment pattern is the main focus, so we have the 
following assumption: 
Assumption 4 All the nodes use identical antenna to transmit 
and receive, with identical antenna gain [15]. 
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This is a reasonable assumption since our focus is the relation-
ship between the location of the nodes and the min-max channel 
assignment pattern. The attenuation ratio a is constant for all 
nodes. The transmitting power of each node is determined by 
the spectral radius of Z [20]. In next section, we will investigate 
the min-max channel assignment pattern of an equal-distance 
chain in details. 
4.2 Min-max Channel Assignment Pattern 
Before investigating the equal-distance chain, first we must have 
the following definitions: 
Definition 9 The number of links that assigned to channel m 
is the occurrence of channel m. It is represented by Om-
Definition 10 The length of a channel TTi, denoted by L^, 
is the farthest distance between two nodes U and tj where Xi = 
Xj = m. If only one link li is assigned to channel m, Lm is the 
distance between U and r,:. 
Definition 11 An even distribution pattern of a channel 
m is the channel assignment pattern given by the following: Let 
h < j2 < …< jo,n be the nodes assigned with channel m. Then 
(i.e. Xj. = m) a channel distribution pattern is even if 
ji+\ - 3i = ji - ji-i (4.1) 
and define 力+i — ji as the even-distribution range. 
Figure 8 gives an example of the equal-distance chain network 
with 2 channels, where each channel is in even distribution pat-
tern with an even-distribution range equals to 2. 
The mutual interference between two nodes which are separate 
far away is small due to the fact that the link gain between them 
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门1 门2 门3 门4 ns 门6 门7 na ng riio rin 
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Figure 8: equal-distance chain with 2 channels 
丨 1 丨2 Im LI W • … IK 
no #1 _-1) #0 #1 #(K-1)modM 
Figure 9: Min-max channel assignment of equal distance chain 
is inversely proportional to cP, where d is the distance between 
the nodes and a is the attenuation ratio. The value of a is 2 in 
free-space model [15]. Under multi-path effect, on the surface 
of earth, it typically ranged from 4 to 6. Its value is further 
increased in indoor environment. So in fact the mutual interfer-
ence between two nodes that are separate far can be neglected 
compared to the mutual interference between two close nodes. 
Assumption 5 For any link k, only the two closest links, one 
on left and the other on right of U, which are using the same 
channel with U, have significant mutual interference to U. 
After the above definitions and assumptions, we can state the 
main theorem of this chapter, Theorem 1 now: 
Theorem 1 For an equal-distance chain network, if all the QoS 
requirements are identical, the min-max channel assignment pat-
tern is Xi = {i — 1) m o d M, i = 1,2,... 
The graphical representation of theorem 1 is shown in figure 
9. Looking from another view angles the min-max channel as-
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signment pattern stated in theorem 1 is that all channels are in 
even-distribution pattern with even-distribution range M . 
To prove theorem 1，we need to first prove several lemmas. 
Definition 12 The web of channel m, denoted by Wm, is the 
set of links that are using channel m. 
Definition 13 The maximum interference in channel m, 
denoted by Tm, is the value 
\Wr,r\ 
丁m = m a x y^ Zm,ij- (4.2) 
•7 =丄 
Definition 14 The maximal interference of a chain C, 
denoted by tq, is defined by 
Tc = maxr^. (4.3) 
m 
Definition 15 The min-max interference of chain C, de-
noted by Tq, is defined by 
T^ = minrc. (4.4) 
X 
In above definition, Zjn,ij is the entries of Z爪 as defined in chap-
ter 3. Tq is achieved if and only if X*, the min-max channel 
assignment pattern is applied. The proofs are shown one by one 
in the remaining parts of this section. 
Lemma 1 For any 0 < a: < § - 1 and any a � 0，w h e r e C is 
a real positive number, the function g{x) = + {c-x)'' achieves 
minimum when x = j — 1. 
Proof The derivative of g{x) is 
" ' � = ^ ^ + (4.5) 
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It is obvious that 
Q 
g'{x) < 0 for 0 <x < - - 1 (4.6) 
So 
9{x) > (4.7) 
= ( f ^ + (4.8) 
0 < X < ^ - 1. (4.9) 
The interference of one link to the other is inversely propor-
tional with cP，where d is the distance between the correspond-
ing transmitter and receiver. So lemma 1 implies that for any 
consecutive 3 links assigned in the same channel m, the middle 
link would experience the least interference if its transmitter is 
placed in the middle of the its left and right neighbor's trans-
mitter. However, this is so when considers a particular channel. 
The fact is that the assignment pattern of one channel would 
affect that of another channel, and hence the value of re- So 
we must consider all the channels to determine what 
the X* is. 
The following lemma considers all channels: 
Lemma 2 For K > 2M + 1， r^ is achieved by the pattern 
that all channels are in even distribution pattern with even-
distribution range equals to M. 
Proof Consider any 2M + 1 consecutive transmitters in the 
chain. 
With all channels are in even distribution pattern with even-
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distribution range equals to M, if K is divisible by M, 
Tm = TC V m (4.10) 
Lm = [K - M) V m (4.11) 
om = 告 V m (4.12) 
Suppose this channel assignment pattern is not the optimal one. 
We will prove the lemma by the method of contradiction. 
For any 2M + 1 consecutive transmitters in the chain, since 
there are only M channels, by pigeonhole principle [14], there 
must exist one channel such that 3 or more transmitters use 
this channel to transmit. Label it as channel r. If more than 
3 transmitters out of any 2M + 1 consecutive transmitters use 
channel r to transmit, there are 3 transmitters using same chan-
nels while the distance between the two end transmitting nodes 
is less than 2M. Clearly is larger than before, and hence TQ. 
So we can assume only 3 transmitters using channel r out of 
any 2M + 1 consecutive transmitters. 
For the 3 transmitters using the same channel r，lemma 1 shows 
that Tr is minimized when the middle transmitter is located at 
the distance M with the leftmost transmitter, provided that the 
distance of two end transmitting nodes are 2M. So to choose 3 
transmitters with same channels out o / 2 M + l consecutive nodes, 
they should evenly distributed with even-distribution range M, 
All other distributions yield a value larger tq- This contradicts 
to the assumption that even distribution pattern with distribution 
range equals to M is not the pattern of X*. 
L e m m a 2 shows that in an equal-distance chain network with 
m a n y links but only a few numbers of channel, the min-max 
channel assignment pattern, if exists, should assign the channels 
to the links in a way that the occurrence of all channels are all 
equal(or roughly equal if K is not divisible by M ) . A n analogue 
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of this problem is to put a fixed number of balls(links) into sev-
eral boxes (channels). You can only make the maximal number of 
balls among all the boxes becomes minimum when you evenly 
distributed the balls among the boxes (or roughly equal when 
number of balls is not divisible by number of boxes). L e m m a 2 
just gives out this reasonable result, that proves our intuition. 
In addition, lemma 2 verifies part of the statement of 1，only 
that we have the constraint K > 2M + 1. N o w , we can try to 
consider other cases to prove theorem 1, which is recalled here: 
Theorem 1 For an equal-distance chain network, if all the QoS 
requirements are identical, the min-max channel assignment pat-
tern is Xi = { i - 1) m o d M z = 1,2,..., K 
Proof We divide into three cases: 
Case 1: /-C > 2 M + 1 
The proof is already given by lemma 2. 
Case 2: M < K < 2M 
In this case, for any channel m, the length of channel m is at 
most 2M， 
L m < 2 M V m (4.13) 
If Om > 3, there must have 3 transmitters using channel m with 
two ends' distance less than 2M. Then 丁爪 is larger than before 
and thus 丁c. So 
Oyn = 2 \fm. (4.14) 
For Om = 2, 丁m is in fact simply reflected by the distance between 
these two links (also is the Lm)- The farther the distance, the 
lower the value of r^. In the assignment pattern from theorem 
1, the distance is M. So for any assignment pattern that there 
exists any channel m such that Lm < M, it is not the optimal 
assignment pattern. However, if there exists channel m such 
that Lm > M, by pigeonhole principle [14], there exists channel 
r such that Lr < M. As a result, only the pattern that 
Lm = M\/m (4.15) 
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has the smallest tq- That is the pattern given out by theorem 1. 
Case 3:K < M 
With the number of links smaller than the number of channels, 
it is trivial that all links should assign to distinct channels re-
spectively, so that no interference occurs for all links. 
So theorem 1 is true for all cases. 
The extension to the channel assignment pattern with more 
than one chain is much more complicated issue. The distance be-
tween the chains would affect the min-max channel assignment 
pattern. It is still don't know what is the general solutions of 
it. In the coming two chapters, we would describe two heuristic 
algorithms to find out the min-max channel assignment pattern 
in a wireless mesh network. 





Algorithm is developed to achieve optimal solution in a 
special chain network. 
5.1 Algorithm Description 
5.1.1 Introduction 
In chapter 3，we describe the M C F P of multiple channels in 
multi-hop wireless mesh network, and also formulate the min-
max channel assignment problem for it. We now recall the 
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such that 
An’ij <1， Amji < 1 V m (5.2) 
j 二1 j二 1 
2 m — ^m^^in (5.3) 
= diag{^(XO’(U^),.. (5.4) 
= 1 VI, g L (5.5) 
m 
m e {1,2,...,M}. (5.6) 
This problem is equivalent to dividing a bipartite graph into 
several sub-bipartite graphs, so that the maximum cost among 
all these sub-graphs is minimized. This is a very complicated 
problem and is proved to be a NP-Hard problem in [1] and [3 . 
In chapter 4，we investigate its solution in an equal-distance 
chain network. However, in a general network (even a grid net-
work), the min-max channel assignment problem is still very 
hard to solve. So we apply heuristic algorithms to construct a 
solution in a general situation. In this chapter, we introduce 
the bottleneck assignment heuristic algorithm(BAHA). 
This algorithm in principle can be applied to any network but it 
is especially effective for a chain network. Simulation results are 
presented in the later part of this chapter. In the next chapter we 
introduce another heuristic algorithm for the general networks. 
Assumption 6 The number of channels, M, is smaller than the 
half of the number of links. (M < 
This algorithm is indeed designed for chain networks that have 
the same QoS requirement for all links, i.e. 7i = 7 Vz. 
B A H A is named because of its closely relationship with the 
bottleneck assignment problem, which is a traditional prob-
lem in matching theory [14]. W e give a brief definition for this 
problem here: 
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Definition 16 ([14]) For a N x N real matrix Z, define the 
following problem: 
m a x min Q{i, j)Z{i, j) (5.7) 
Qih j) h 3 
such that 
Q{i�k) = l Vz , ^  Q(k, j) = 1 Vj (5.8) 
k k 
Qih j ) e { 0 , l } Vz, j, l<i, j<N. (5.9) 
This problem is called the bottleneck assignment problem. 
In fact, the bottleneck assignment problem is to pick up an 
element in each row of a matrix Z so that only one element is 
picked up in each row and in each column. 
—> 
Definition 17 The bottleneck vector, denoted by bz, con-
tains the chosen elements of the bottleneck assignment problem 
for matrix Z. The i-th component of bz represents the value 
chosen in the i-th row of Z. 
Definition 18 The maximum value in bz is called the bottle-
neck value, and is denoted by b^-
In general, the solution of the bottleneck assignment problem is 
not unique. 
Definition 19 If the following extra condition, 
Qih j) = i) Vz,j, 1 < 2, j < iV, (5.10) 
is added to the bottleneck assignment problem, it is called the 
symmetric bottleneck assignment problem, and the cor-
responding bottleneck vector(s) is called the symmetric bottle-
neck vector. 
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Notice that a symmetric bottleneck vector of a symmetric matrix 
has the property 
bi = (5.11) 
where bi is the z-th component of the bottleneck vector. One of 
the famous algorithm for solving bottleneck assignment problem 
is the threshold algorithm [14]. The details would not be given 
here since it is not our main focus. 
5.1.2 First Part of the BAHA 
W e first give the main ideas of the B A H A before explaining it 
in detail. The B A H A mainly has two parts. The first part is 
to choose M distinct pairs of links and assign them to M dis-
tinctive channels respectively. The second part is to assign the 
remaining \L\ — 2M links. W e first describe the procedures of 
part 1 here: 
1 By using the link gain matrix Z, we construct the matrix 
乂0 by the following method: 
J - m a x { Z i j , Z j i } i f i ^ j 
I —00 otherwise 
Set a scalar variable t = 0 and set a link set U 二 L. Define 
a set // C L X L, and H is initially set to 0. 
If \L\ is odd, we add a |L| + l-th d u m m y row and a |L| + l-th 
d u m m y column to the matrix Aq such that all entries are 
equal to 0 except the last element of the column is equal to 
—oo. Aq becomes a {\L\ + 1) x (|L| + 1) matrix in this case. 
2 Determine the symmetric bottleneck vector Bai of the ma-
trix At. If there exist more than one possible symmetric 
bottleneck vector, choose one arbitrarily. Since At is sym-
I r / I 
metric, vector bAi has at most ^ distinct values if L is 
even, and at most 丨【！+丄 distinct values if is odd. 
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3 Sort the components of in ascending order by their ab-
solute values and define this vector as b'^  . Then pick up the 
—> 
2M-th component of 乂亡.A scalar variable 6t is set equal 
to the value of this element. 
4 Define a removal-link set Rq^ = 
If \L'\ is even, for any row r in the matrix At that satisfies 
\At,rj\ > \0t\ j = l ’ 2， . . .，|"|， (5.13) 
put the link into the removal-link set. (fiot = Rot U {^ r}-) 
If |Z/| is odd, for any row in r in the matrix At that satisfies 
\At,rj\ > \0t\ j = l，2’.._,|"|, (5.14) 
put the link IR into the removal-link set. [Rqi = Rq^ U {Ir}-) 
Compute n{9t) = |i?必| which is the number of links that 
are going to be removed. 
5 If \L'\ - n{et) > 2M a n d > 0, set L' = L'\Ro,. O t h -
erwise go to step 6. 
Label the links in L’ as Ik” k),…,Zfc丨即 where I < h < 
/c2 < . • • < < |L|. Set t = t + 1. Construct the new 
link gain matrix Z' from "，with the entries represent-
ing the interference between and Iky Then construct At 
by ‘ � 
外力.= { - m a ^ { 4 ， 巧 J 辦 j, (5.15) 
—oo otherwise. 
V, 
If \L\ is odd, we add a |L| + l-th d u m m y row and a |L| + l-th 
d u m m y column to the matrix At such that all entries are 
equal to 0 except the last element of the column is equal to 
—oo. At becomes a (|L| + 1) x (|L| + 1) matrix in this case. 
G o back to step 2. 
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6 If \L'\ — n{6i) = 2 M , put the pair [k。k) in the set H, 
where the (z, j)-th entry of the matrix At is selected to be 
zth component of the symmetric bottleneck vector bA^ Go 
to step 7. 
Otherwise, 
if n{6t) = 0, pick up any element in whose absolute value 
is less than or equal to the absolute value of 9t, For each 
of such element, put the corresponding link pair (Z"、，Ikj) to 
the pair set H . Go to step 7. 
Otherwise, 
if \L'\ - n{6t) < 2 M , let M' be the largest integer that 
satisfies 2M' < \L'\ — n(9t). Then sort the components of 
— * 
the symmetric bottleneck vector 6々 in ascending order by 
—* 
their absolute values, and define this vector as . Set 9t 
to the value of the 2M'-th component of 6乂. Then, pick 
up any element in b乂 whose absolute value is less than or 
equal to the absolute value of 6t. For each of such element, 
put the corresponding link pair If^.) to the pair set H . 
Set U = L\L' and set M = M - M'. Construct a link gain 
matrix Z' from L' and then define At+i by similar method 
as in step 5. Set t = t-\-1, and go back to step 2. 
7 Output the set of link pairs H. Assign all these M pairs to 
the M distinctive channels respectively. 
In part one of the B A H A , we need to decide which pair of links is 
assigned to a channel initially. W e decide it by solving the sym-
metric bottleneck assignment problem several times. In step 1, 
we construct the matrix Aq which is symmetric. If the number 
of rows of Aq is odd, a d u m m y row and a d u m m y column are 
added to make it become even. By finding the symmetric bottle-
neck vector of Aq, we then sort the components of this vector in 
ascending order according to their absolute values, and find out 
the 2M-th element after sorting (M-th pairs sorted by ascending 
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order, since the solution is symmetric). W e set 9t to this value 
because we only have M channels, which is smaller than 警 by 
assumption. So any link k for which max{Zy, Zji} > \6t\ Vj 
should be dropped from the current link set L' since there are 
better choices to assign the M pairs of links. After the removal 
of such links, the algorithm repeats the previous steps. If no 
links can be removed further after several iterations, we simply 
choose the M smallest pairs of links. If only less than 2M links 
remain after several iterations, those link pairs are assigned to 
the first M' channels, and the remaining link pairs are assigned 
to the other M — M' channels by repeating the algorithm steps. 
A simple example is given here: 
Suppose we have M = 2 channels, K = 6 links, and the link 
gain matrix Z is 
/ 0 600 900 600 200 100\ 
500 0 700 600 500 200 
^ o 400 200 0 600 700 800 
- 225 400 550 0 900 900 
144 200 400 900 0 700 
\ m 144 225 900 620 0 
So 
(oo 600 900 600 200 100、 
600 00 700 600 500 200 
, 。o 900 700 00 600 700 800 Ao = - 1 0 - 3 X 
600 600 600 00 900 900 
200 500 700 900 oo 700 
\ m 200 800 900 700 oo / 
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'100' 
500 
广 J 600 




After sorting with their absolute values, and selecting the 4-th 
element, we obtain 
60 = -500 X 10—3. 
W e can see that row 3 and row 4 both has all entries whose 
absolute values are greater than the absolute value of Oq, SO 
they are removed. Hence, L' = {“"2"5, W . 
/ 0 600 200 100、 
d ^ 500 0 500 200 
— 1 0 一 X 
— 144 200 0 700 
\^10。 144 620 。 
( 0 0 600 200 100、 
, ^ o 600 00 500 200 
乂 1 = - 1 0 — 3 X 
200 500 oo 700 
200 700 00 y 
Applying symmetric bottleneck assignment problem again, we 
get 
100 
广 . 3 500 
BA, = — 1 0 - 3 X 
1 500 
100 
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Now, we have only 2M = 4 links left, and so this is the result 
we get. The link pair set is 
H={ilu k), (h, W } 
5.1.3 Second Part of the B A H A 
After the first part of the B A H A , each channel has two links 
assigned to it. The second part of the B A H A is to assign the 
remaining links. W e have the following definition: 
Definition 20 The cost function of a matrix A" is defined as 
cost{A") = -maxiX； A;', 
The procedure of the second part of the B A H A is as follow: 
8 Define a channel set C = {1,2,..., M } . Define a set / / C 
L X C, initially set to (p. Define Wm as the set of links that 
are assigned to channel m. Wm is set initially according to 
the outcome of the first part of the B A H A . 
9 Let L' be the link set that contains all the links which are 
not yet assigned. For every element Ij. G U, where I < ji < 
32 <'" < j\L'\ < we let the link set L" = {IjJ U Wm-
From L" we construct a new link gain matrix Z" and then 
construct A" by the following method: 
i f " ) (5 16) 
] 0 otherwise 
Compute Bim = cost[A"). This process is repeated for all 
the M channels and for all /j E L'. 
10 Construct a \L'\ x M matrix B — {BIM)- For a valid and 
possible assignment, the following condition must be ful-
filled: 
-1 < < 0 Vz,m. (5.17) 
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Check whether all elements in B violate (5.17) or not. If 
so, terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, go to step 11. 
11 If \L'\ > M , add \L'\ — M d u m m y columns with all entries 
being zero to the matrix B to form a x |L'| matrix B*. 
Similarly, if M > |Z/|，add M - \L'\ d u m m y rows with all 
entries being zero to the matrix B to form & M x M matrix 
B\ If \L'\ = M, simply set B* = B. 
12 Apply the bottleneck assignment problem on the matrix B* 
and min{M, |Z/|} elements are picked up. Neglecting all 
elements corresponding to the d u m m y entries, put all the 
corresponding selected pairs (/j.,m) in the set H . 
13 Check whether the condition (5.17) is satisfied or not for 
the selected assignment. If any picked up elements Bim 
violates (5.17), remove the pair {k, m) from the set H. 
14 Assign all the links to the corresponding channels for every 
pair in the set H . 
15 If all the links are assigned after step 14，terminate the 
algorithm. Otherwise, go back to step 9. 
The cost function cost{A") is defined as the negative of the max-
imum row sum of the matrix A". In every iteration we construct 
the \L'\ X M matrix B with the entry Bim representing the cost 
when link Ij. is assigned to channel m. After adding d u m m y 
rows(columns) to B in order to create a square matrix B*, we 
can apply the bottleneck assignment algorithm on B*. Check 
whether the picked up values violate (5.17). If there is a viola-
tion, this link would not be assigned, and it should be removed 
from the pair set H . After checking, the link is assigned to the 
corresponding channel according to the pairs in H , There are 
only two cases for the algorithm to end. That is, either all the 
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links are assigned, or any further assignment would congest the 
channels. 
The previous simple example in part 1 can be continued to 
act as an example of part 2 here. Recall that 
w^ l = {lu k}, W2 = {l2. k}-
If/s is assigned to channel 1, consider the subset L" = {/i, I3, k}. 
So 
/ 0 900 100、 
Z" = 10—3 X 400 0 800 
\100 225 0 / 
/ 0 900 100\ 
A" = 10-3 X 900 0 800 
乂 1 0 。 8 0 0 。 
and hence 
cost[A!') = -1700 X 10-3. 
By similar computation, we would have the result 
„ 。 o ,1700 1500、 
\1400 1500/ 
This is a square matrix, so we can apply the bottleneck as-
—# 
signment directly, and the bottleneck vector is b^ = [—1500 x 
10—3，—1400 X 10一3]厂 So /a is assigned to channel 2，and I4 is 
assigned to channel 1. Since no link remains after picking up 
Z3 and I4, the algorithm is terminated. The channel assignment 
pattern is X = [1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1]. A flowchart of the B A H A is 
shown in figure 10. 
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Chooses M distinct ‘ ‘ 
pairs of links 
* 1 Part I 
Assign the M i a i l • 




‘ Setting L, to be 




Calculate Bim and 
construct matrix B 
j 
丨 Yes 
P a r t I I i 旧 i m l ^ ^ »(Terminatio^ 
I , No 
I Pick up M links by the 
bottleneck assignment 
and place all the pairs 
in the pair set H 
No J L Yes 
, ^ k V K Remove (1丨’ m) 
from H 
I • 
Assign I丨 to 
channel m 
I No Yes 
” — 
Figure 10: Flowchart of the BAHA 
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5.2 Optimality 
In this section we examine the optimality of B A H A . Consider a 
link gain matrix Z as follow: 
/ 0 3600 900 400 225 144 \ 
900 0 3600 900 400 225 
^ _ 3 400 900 0 3600 900 400 
^ — IQ—X 
— 225 400 900 0 3600 900 
144 225 400 900 0 3600 
\100 144 225 400 900 0 
f oo 3600 900 400 225 144 \ 
3600 oo 3600 900 400 225 
, ^ o 900 3600 00 3600 900 400 
Ao = —10—3 X 
400 900 3600 oo 3600 900 
225 400 900 3600 oo 3600 
、144 225 400 900 3600 oo 
W e can rewrite it as 
( P I 1 1 1 1 1 \ 
U (4^ (lO^ 
_ J _ 0 丄 丄 丄 丄 (4d)2 U (2rf)2 (4d)2 (6d)2 (8d)2 
丄 丄 0 丄 丄 丄 
1 1 1 n 丄丄 
W iW IW (W 
1 _ i _ _ i _ _ J _ n 丄 (10d)2 (8d)2 (6dP (4d)2 U (2 幻 2 
1 1 丄 _J_ 0 
where d = J^ Q. W e can see that the link gain matrix Z in fact 
represents an equal-distance chain network with separation d 
and attenuation ratio a = 2 (free space model) [15]. Suppose 
M 二 2, now we apply the B A H A on it and analyze the result: 
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In the first part of the B A H A : 
The symmetric bottleneck vector is 
'400" 
400 
广 “ 400 




It is easy to see that 9Q = -10—3 x 400. So I3 and I4 are removed, 
and apply the symmetric bottleneck assignment problem again 
to get 
'225' 
,-* ^ ^  Q 225 
BA, = - 1 0 - 3 X . 
1 225 
225 
Since we have M = 2 channels, the B A H A is terminated. The 
result after the first part is ff = {(/i, I5), (I2, /e)}-
In the second part of the B A H A : 
„ 。o 广1800 4000\ B = - 1 0 - 3 X . 
\4000 1800； 
Hence, is assigned to channel 1, while I4 is assigned to channel 
2. The channel assignment pattern is X = fl, 2, 1, 2’ 1, 21. 
Recall the min-max channel assignment pattern of an equal-
distance chain network in chapter 4. By comparing it to the 
answer in the last section, we can see that the B A H A in fact 
achieves the optimal solution. More generally, B A H A achieves 
the optimal solution for any equal-distance chain network when 
the total number of links, |L|, is divisible by the number of 
channels M , and all the links have identical QoS requirements. 
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Theorem 2 For any equal-distance chain network with total 
number of links, \L\, divisible by the number of channels M，and 
all the QoS are identical, the BAH A achieves min-max channel 
assignment pattern. 
Notice that the link gain matrix Z of an equal-distance chain 
is a Toeplitz matrix [5]. Before proving theorem 2，we need to 
prove the following lemma first: 
Lemma 3 For an NxN Toeplitz [5], symmetric and real matrix 
Z, if the entries of Z with the property 
Z u > Zij, VI < z < j < TV, (5.18) 
then an optimal solution of the bottleneck assignment problem is 
given by selecting (Zj [i^j+i，|^�+2，...，Zfyl,iv) and 
(Z「fl + l’l’ Z「fl+2’2,...,ZiV’|_fJ)-
Proof One can pick only 2 entries from rows {1, 2, iV— 1，N} 
with values strictly less than Zi’ jv-i； only 4 entries from rows 
{1，2，3, N — 2, N-1, N} with values strictly less than Zi^ n-2 
and so on. 
If N is even, 
one can pick only N — 2 entries from rows {1，2, 3，...，寻，y + 
1, . . . , _/V} with values strictly less than Z�n-令+1 二 ^ U f 」 + ” so 
the optimal solution is greater than or equals to 2^i，[^j+i. 
If N is odd， ’ 2 
one can pick only N — 1 entries from rows {1, 2, 3，... ’ [yj, 
’... ’ N} with values strictly less than Zijy_|^j+” SO the op-
timal solution is greater than or equals to Zi，|^j+i, also. 
This value is achieved by (Zi.i^ j^+i， <^2’Lf j+2，...，Z「"f"l’iv) ariA 
(Z「夸 1+i’i’ Z「夸"|+2’2’ . • • ， T h i s proves the lemma. 
N o w we can prove theorem 2: 
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Theorem 2 For any equal-distance chain network with total 
number of links, \L\, divisible by the number of channels M, and 
all the QoS are identical, the BAHA achieves min-max channel 
assignment pattern. 
Proof The link gain matrix Z for any equal-distance chain net-
work must be a Toeplitz [5]and real matrix. The corresponding 
matrix At is then a Toeplitz, symmetric and real matrix. Order 
the link from left to right of the chain which is same as chapter 
4, the entries of At satisfy (5.18). Apply the bottleneck assign-
ment problem once. 
If \L\ is even, 
By lemma 3, the entries (1,警 + 1), (2,^ + 2),...,(爭,N) and 
( ^ + 1,1), + of At would be chosen. Then 
according to the BAHA, the next step is to decide which link(s) 
are going to be removed. Since all the entries with the value equal 
to the entry (1， ^  + 1) of At are chosen, there are exactly two 
rows, row 平 and row ^ + 1 in At, such that no element whose 
absolute value is less than the absolute value of the (1, + 
entry. These two links would be removed. This is shown graph-
ically in figure 11. This removal process is continued until 2M 
Link pairs that are chosen 
alter bottlenock assignment 
li r, <3 r, tj ‘ r, I4 U is ,， te 【• 
0—0 0--0 O7-O 0--0 0-0 
li I] U It 
For I3 and U the 
" “一…― la r t h o s t link thai —... ......... 
they can pair up is 3 
links away from S O I3 a n d I4 
‘抓 should be 
removed!! 
Figure 11: Exactly the middle two links are removed 
links are left. 
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// |L| is odd, 
Before computing the symmetric bottleneck vector 6义，a \L\ + 1 -
th dummy row and a \L\ + 1-th dummy column with all entries 
equal to 0 (except the last entry of the column) are added to the 
matrix At so that it has even number of rows and columns. Then 
after applying the bottleneck assignment，the entries (1, ^^^ + 
1), + + and ( ^ + 1,1), + 
2,2),..., (|L| + 1’ of this |L| + 1 X |L| + 1 matrix At would 
be chosen. This is because the matrix has \L\ + 1 entries whose 
absolute values less than or equal to (1, ^ ^ ^ + l)-th entry after 
adding the dummy row and dummy column in At (originally we 
only have \L\ — 1 entries by lemma 3). This is shown in the 
example below for \L\ = 5; 
Before adding dummy row and column: 
/oo 4 5 2 l\ 
4 00 4 5 2 
At = —10-3 X 3 4 cx) 4 5 
2 3 4 00 4 
\1 2 3 4 ooj 
After adding dummy row and column: 
/oo 4 3 ^ 1 0\ 
4 oo 4 3 忍 0 
, . 3 4 oo 4 3 0 
At = —10—3 X 
忍 3 4 oo 4 0 
1 忍 3 4 oo 0 
0 0 0 0 0 乂 
In this case, there is exactly one row, row such that all 
elements whose absolute value is greater than the absolute value 
of (1, ^ ^ ^ + 1) (In the example above this value is equals to 
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2, and so the 3rd row is the targeting row). This link would be 
removed. Similar in figure 11, it is in fact the middle link in the 
chain is removed. After the first removal process, the number of 
remaining links is even, and so eventually there are exactly 2M 
links are left, as in the even case. 
With only 2M links left, applying the bottleneck assignment once 
gives the following channel assignment pattern: 
‘ X,： =： = i Vze {1,2,...,M}. (5.19) 
i 
: Part 1 of the BAHA is finished. 
Link pairs that are chosen 
^ ^^ ^^ ^ after bottleneck assignment 
Channel 1 
It ‘ r, tj ti U fa (4 r‘ Is r» t< r^  
0—0 0—0 0"0 0—0 o—o 0—0 
I, I] I4 k k 
Channel 2 
^ ^ Number of 
channols (M) = 2 
Figure 12: Channel assignment after the first part 
Part 2 of the BAHA is to assign the remaining \L\—2M links. At 
the start of every iteration, for a particular channel m, the cur-
rent channel assignment pattern is Xj^ = Xj^ = ... = ~ 
m, where 1 < ji < j2 < • • • < j\w,n\ — 1^ 1- I几 lemma 1, it is 
shown that for all jk' that satisfies 
jk < jk' < jk+\ where I <k < \Wm\ - 1, (5.20) 
if 
知 = L^^i^」， (5.21) 
the sum of the mutual interferences with Ij^ and Ij^+i is mini-
mum. So in every iteration, only one link l“, would be chosen 
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and assigned to channel m with jk丨 satisfying (5.20) and (5,21). 
If there is a tie on the choice of Ij^, the algorithm would choose 
one arbitrarily. All other channels have similar assignment. As 
a result, using the same definition from chapter 4, the BAHA in 
fact is approaching the even distribution pattern with even dis-
tribution range equals M. 
Eventually, BAHA gives the optimal channel assignment pat-
tern. 
In conclusion, we see that the B A H A can achieve optimal 
solution if the total number of links in a chain, |L|, is divisible 
by M , and all the QoS requirements are identical. 
5.3 Simulation of the BAHA 
In the last section, we prove that the B A H A can achieve the 
optimal pattern in a chain network if the number of links is 
divisible by the number of existing channels and all the QoS are 
identical. In this section, we would show some simulation results 
about the performance of the B A H A in some other kinds of chain 
network. In our analysis, we assume that there is no thermal 
noise, which is strictly speaking not true. Also, the magnitude 
of the entries of the link gain matrix may slightly affected by 
shadowing effect. So the link gain matrix of an equal-distance 
chain network may not be exactly a Toeplitz matrix [5]. In our 
test 1, we try to model this by generating a matrix Y randomly, 
where the entries yij satisfy 
0 < Uij < J i ^ j (5.22) 
0 < a: < 0.5 (5.23) 
All the diagonal elements of Y is set to 0. W e use a chain 
network that has 6 links (|L| = 6)to construct the Z matrix, 
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and we set the number of channels be 2 ( M = 2). W e then 
applied B A H A to the matrix Z + Y. The system throughput 
XB = (5-24) 
is computed. To act as a comparison, we would find out the opti-
mal channel assignment pattern of Z + y by exhaustive method 
and compute the corresponding XQ which has similar definition 
oi \b- Then we plot the graph 入召 against x as well as the graph 
XQ against x. Each data on the graph is the average of 100 data 
samples. 
In our test 2，we consider the case that the QoS require-
ments, are not all equal in an equal-distance chain network. 
W e investigate it in an equal-distance chain with 8 links and 2 
channels. Since not all QoS are identical, the optimal channel 
assignment pattern may not be the pattern described in chapter 
4. So we try every possible case to find out the optimal chan-
nel assignment pattern, and compare its throughput to that of 
the B A H A . All are randomly chosen within a specific range 
(7i e [7mm, 7m.a.x-l). In Other words, 
Imin < l i < Imax^ Vz. (5.25) 
W e define the parameter 7' as follow: 
k = Iraax _ 7mm (5.26) 
Then we plot the graph r against k, where r is the ratio between 
the throughput of B A H A to the throughput of the optimal case. 
The x-axis of the graph is normalized with the value oP, where 
d represents the distance between two neighboring nodes in the 
chain, and a represents the attenuation ratio. Each data on the 
graph is the average of 100 data samples. 
In our test 3, we try to investigate the performance of the 
B A H A in an equal-distance chain network by increasing the 
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number of links. Again we let the number of channels be 2. 
The number of links is increased from 5 to 10. The optimal 
pattern is found out by exhaustive method. Each data on the 
graph is the average of 100 data samples. 
5.3.1 Performance evaluation 
Performance of BAHA with random noise 
(Samples from 100 data 6 links 2 channels) 
0.181 1 1 1 I ——-1 
BAHA~1 
0.16 • ~ 0 ~ optimal . 
0.14 -
2 0 .12 \ -
I \ 
§ 0.1 - \v -
|� .�8- \ -
h 0.06 - \ -
0.04 - -
0.02 -
0' 1 1 1 1 个 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Range of random noise (x in eq(5.22)) 
Figure 13: BAHA in chain network with randomness 
The result of test 1 is shown in figure 13. W e can see that 
with little randomness affecting the magnitudes of the entries 
of Z which is close to but not exactly a Toeplitz matrix, the 
system throughput of the B A H A is close to the optimal sys-
tem throughput, or nearly the same sometime. This shows that 
B A H A works efficiently even the matrix is not exactly a Toeplitz 
matrix. 
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The result of test 2 is shown in figure 14. The figure shows 
that when all the 飞 are equal, the ratio of throughput of the 
B A H A compared to that of the optimal is 1，which verifies our 
theorem 2. After that, the QoS are not unique over all links, 
but instead randomly chosen within a specific range. This will 
affect the spectral radius of the matrix D^Z, which is no longer 
a Toeplitz matrix. Prom figure 14, we can see that as long as 
the range does not exceed 0.15 (normalized with cP)，the ratio is 
still close to 1, which implies that the B A H A still has quite good 
performance. However, as the range of QoS increases, we can 
see that the ratio has a decreasing tendency. W h e n the range 
reaches 0.5, the ratio drops to roughly 0.5 also, showing that 
only half of the optimal system throughput is achieved. 
The result of test 3 is shown in figure 15. W h e n the number 
of links is divisible by the number of channels (in this example 
is the cases when we have even number of links), B A H A reaches 
optimal as expected. The figure also shows that for odd number 
of links which is not divisible by 2, the system throughput of the 
B A H A is still close to the optimal one. In fact many simulation 
results show that the B A H A on average can reach roughly 80 
percent of the optimal system throughput in indivisible cases. 
In conclusion, B A H A can achieve optimal in certain types 
of chain network and works effectively in many different types 
of chain network. Since in our simulation, the entries of the 
Toeplitz link gain matrix Z is generated randomly, our results 
from more than 100 random generated Z matrix indicates the 
accuracy of the simulations. Although we cannot test the accu-
racy of B A H A on chain network in a very large network (many 
links with many channels available), we believe that it works 
effectively also as the link gain matrix Z is a Toeplitz matrix 
which is dedicated by B A H A . However, we can see from test 2 
that in an equal-distance chain network, it only achieves half 
of the optimal throughput when the range of QoS requirements 
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is 0.5. So we can predict that in a general random network, 
its performance is even worse. In next section, we would talk 
about another heuristic algorithm to achieve good performance 
in a general random network. 
• End of chapter. 
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Performance of BAHA with non-unique QoS requirement 
(Samples from 100 data 8 links 2 channels) 
— 1 1 1 1 
S ^ ^ ^ 
i 0 . 8 - -
f \ 





o' 1 1 1 1 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Range of QoS Requirements (k in eq(5.25)) 
Figure 14: BAHA in chain network with variations in QoS requirements 
Performance of BAHA against different number of edges 
(Samples from 100 data 2 channels) 
0.21 , , , —-| 
— B A H A 1 




的 0.06 - ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
0.04 -
0 . 0 2 - -
0' 1 1 1 ‘ 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
Number of links 





Algorithms for general network. Simulation results are 
presented also. 
6.1 Algorithm Description 
6.1.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we introduce the heuristic algorithm to solve 
the min-max channel assignment problem in general network. 
The algorithm assigns channels to the links one by one sequen-
tially, and hence it is called sequential assignment heuristic 
algorithm, or S A H A in short form. Just like B A H A , S A H A is 
divided into two main parts, the first part of which is to seed the 
initial assignment for each channel, and the second part is to as-
sign the remaining links. In B A H A , M distinct pairs are chosen 
and assigned to distinctive channels respectively, resulting each 
channel having two links assigned to it after the first part. Then 
the second part is to assign at most M links in each iteration 
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by solving a bottleneck assignment problem. In S A H A , the pro-
cedures are different. M distinct links (instead of pair of links) 
are chosen and assigned to correspondingly M channels. Then 
the second part assigns at most M links in each iteration by 
using the information on the congestion index (define in chapter 
2) in each channel. Simulations are carried out to evaluate the 
performance of S A H A in a general network. 
6.1.2 Lower bound of spectral radius 
Before describing S A H A , we need to show some mathematical 
analysis to derive the lower bound of the spectral radius of a 
real and non-negative matrix first [24]: 
Consider a matrix A = DJZ which the definition is same as 
chapter 3. Define a matrix 
了 二也叩 { / ^ / ^ , … ( 6 . 1 ) 
V 71 \ 72 V、丨 
A ' = T A T ' ^ (6 .2 ) 
By above definition, A! is a matrix with entries A!- - = 
J yGiiOjj 
for i ^ j. Also, since A and A! is similar with each other, 
倘 = 溝 （6.3) 
By defining 
(6.4) 
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we have the following formula: 
P{A) = p(A') > p{A") (6.5) 
1丨乙丨li^ l 
> i E E 4 (6.6) 
i=l j=l 
The above analysis gives a lower bound to the spectral radius of 
a real and non-negative matrix. Another famous lower bound is 
given here: 
p{A) > or p{A) > Y ^ l j Z j i 1，2’... ’ IZ^ I. (6.8) 
W e shall use one of these lower bounds to carry out S A H A . To 
be convenient, we let 
Cij = (6.9) 
if the lower bound given in (6.7) is used, or else we define 
Cij =飞Zij or，jZji (6.10) 
if the lower bound given in (6.8) is used. In other words, Cij is 
the cost function when link k and Ij are assigned in the same 
channel (so Cij — Cji). Furthermore, we recall the definition of 
W m in chapter 5 which represents the set of links in web m. 
Similar in B A H A , define the matrix B with entries Bim which 
Bim = Cik, (6.11) 
Simulation results in next section show that these two lower 
bounds have similar performance. 
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6.1.3 Procedures of SAHA 
The procedures of the first part of S A H A is as below: 
1 Set channel set C = {1,2,..., M}，the link set L' = L and 
the web W^^ = 4> V m G [1, M]. Also, set a scalar t = 1. 
2 Assign the link /,； that QoS satisfies the requirement 7,； > 
Vj = 1,2,..., \L\ to channel t. If there is a tie (more than 
one link have maximum QoS), just arbitrarily choose one 
of them. Set Wt = {/J, V = L'\{li} and t =亡 + 1. 
3 Find the link Ij that achieves the maximum Bjm 二 max/j’饥 B^m V/^ e 
L'. If there is a tie, again we just arbitrarily choose one of 
them. 
4 Assign the link Ij to channel t. Set Wt = {Ij}, I! = L'\{ij} 
and it =亡 + 1. 
5 Repeat the step 3-4 until t > M. 
In the above procedures, S A H A aims to assign M distinct links 
to correspondingly M distinct channels. The first channel is 
assigned to the link that has the highest QoS requirement. After 
that, it will take M — 1 iterations, where in each iteration one 
link is picked up and assigned to a current empty channel. The 
criteria of deciding which link is to be picked up is that the link 
would result in the maximum mutual interference with those 
links that are already assigned to a particular channel. So this 
link is better assigned to another empty channel. 
After the first part of S A H A , each channel would have one 
link in it. The second part is to assign the remaining links by 
the following procedures: 
6 Set channel set C = {1,2,..., M } , the link set L' = L\{WiU 
W2U ...U Wm}-
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7 Find the link Ij and the corresponding channel m that 
achieves the minimum Bjm = min/；’爪 Bkm V/c G L'. If there 
is a tie, just arbitrarily choose one of them. 
8 Set W^-a = Wm U {Ij}. Compute the link gain matrix Z爪, 
and its spectral radius p(Zm)-
9 If p{Zm) < 1，assign Ij to channel m. Set L' = A仏•}. 
Otherwise go back to step 7. 
10 For any channel m that Bim > 1 Vi G I/，set C = C\{m}. 
11 If C = 0 or Z/ = S A H A is terminated. Otherwise repeat 
step 7-10. 
In the second part of S A H A , one link is picked up and assigned 
to a particular channel in each iteration. The link is chosen 
based on the criteria that it has minimal mutual interference 
over all remaining links in all available channels. Then it is as-
signed to that particular channel. Throughout the assignment, 
we need to check that whether the lower bound of the spectral 
radius exceeds the value of 1 or not. If so, this channel is con-
gested, hence should be removed from the channel set. S A H A 
is terminated either all the links are assigned or all the channels 
are congested(in this case there is no solution to the problem). 
In the above S A H A algorithm, the definition of Bim is based 
on the definition of Cij, which is either defined as equation (6.9) 
or (6.10). So we have two kinds of S A H A . Lets call them SAHA 
congestion scheme for using (6.9) and that using (6.10) SAHA 
congestion row column scheme. Simulations were taken out to 
these two schemes, and compared them to the optimal in some 
small network also. Those results are shown in next section. 
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6.2 Simulation Result 
The performance of S A H A is evaluated by the value of 入，where 
(6.12) 
If A〉 1 , the QoS requirements can be fulfilled. W e compare 
the results of two schemes of S A H A with the optimum in small 
network. What we mean small here is that the number of links 
and the number of channels would not exceed 10. In this case, 
the optimum can be found out by exhaustive method. W e have 
generated more than 1000 link gain matrix Z to testify the ac-
curacy of S A H A . Also, without loss of generality, we assume all 
the QoS requirements are the same, i.e. 
- 7 Vi (6.13) 
Then we plot the graph A versus 7 to see the performance. The 
results are shown from figure 16-20. 
6.3 Performance evaluation 
Figure 16 and figure 17 show the performance of two S A H A 
schemes in the network with respectively the large and small 
magnitudes of the entries of the link gain matrix Z. The opti-
mal value of A is found out by trying every possible case on a 
small network( 5 edges, 3 channels). Small magnitudes implies 
that the interference from other links are relatively small, and 
A will have large magnitude also. In contrast, if the magnitudes 
are large, interference powers dominated and the value of A is 
small, basically smaller than 1 which implies that the QoS re-
quirements cannot be satisfied. From figure 16 and figure 17, 
we see that both S A H A schemes are closed to optimal in either 
cases. This shows that S A H A is a good approximation to the 
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optimal situation. Figure 18 and figure 19 show the change of 
performance of S A H A schemes with different number of chan-
nels being provided. Prom the figure we can see that A is non-
linearly increasing when the number of channels is increased. 
This shows that S A H A schemes can utilize different frequency 
channels to pump up the value of 入 and approach the optimal 
value. Finally, figure 20 compares the two S A H A schemes with 
a large network with large number of channels. It shows that 
the performance of two S A H A schemes are similar in general. 
In summary, the simulation results show that S A H A , no mat-
ter using equation (6.9) or (6.10) as an estimation, is a good 
heuristic algorithm which always close to optimal in any general 
wireless mesh network. Furthermore, S A H A can perform well 
no matter the ratio between the number of links and the num-
ber of channels is big or small. W e have verified that S A H A has 
good performance for 3 channels with 10 links as well as for 9 
channels with 10 links. W e believe that S A H A can perform well 
for large network also. 
• End of chapter. 
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Samples from 1000 data,5 edges,3 channels 
‘ ‘ I I— I I 圓 ~~ 
0.2 * random -
\ O congestion 
0.18 - \ • congestion rowcolumn -
.、'.、 \ X optimal 
入 . 
r 0.14 - \ a. -
I - -
CO a—'•::‘〜••-.... •• 
0.06 - -s、二........” 
0.04 - -
0.02 - —…半〜 i -
——-—.+ 如-..... 
0 1 1 1 1 I I I 
2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 
Qos Requirement (y) 
Figure 16: Network with relatively large diagonal values in G 
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Samples from 1000 data,5 edges,3 channels 




• congestion rowcolumn 
3.5 'k X optimal “ 
！” : 
1 一 一 — 一 — — — 一 一 一 — — — — — — — — — — . 'WJ^-^^ S^ST：：：：™ ：龙 ^  
0.5-.-、... _ -
^ ‘ … … … f . . - - - - . - . . . . . - . … 4 - . 
女 ―^ -••“十 -H^-
Q I I I I 1 1 1 
2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 
Qos Requirement (y) 
Figure 17: Network with relatively small diagonal values in G 
Samples from 100 data,5 edges, different channels 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
W 1 • \ 〜. 
、...:::::>............ 
^ 、 、�、-.... 
—o 
0.5 - ！ 1 _ : = ^二 :： : : : : :溶 : : : :…一—… -
Q 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 
Qos Requirement (gamma) 
Figure 18: Performance with different no. of channels in 5 edges 
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Samples from 100 data,10 edges, different channels 
121 I I 1 I I I 1 
10卜 -




j E 6 - -
E 
w 4 .. -
it:：；：；^  |m=8 
Q I 1 I I I 1 1 
2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 
Qos Requirement (gamma) 
Figure 19: Performance with different no. of channels in 10 edges 
Samples from 100 data,50 edges,49 channels 
251 1 1 I I ~ ~ 
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T . * random 
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r \ -
o4__^_^~if~•~¥~*~*~~*~~****~t—：•)(•—)(•—•i~~>—’ ：• 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
Qos Requirement (7) 




Conclusion comes here. 
In this thesis, the Maximum Concurrent Flow Problem 
with multiple channels in wireless mesh network is presented. 
The analysis is carried out based on the Physical Model [8], 
where every receiver has a fixed QoS requirement. W e model 
the problem into an equivalent min-max optimization problem 
where its constraints are based on the congestion measure index 
25]-that is the spectral radius of the link gain matrix of each 
channel. Under this optimization problem there is either no 
solution or a min-max channel assignment pattern that can yield 
the optimal solution. 
Finding the min-max channel assignment pattern is generally 
a NP-Hard problem [1]. In this thesis the optimal solution of an 
equal-distance chain network is found. Bottleneck Assignment 
Heuristic Algorithm is proposed and shown to be achieved the 
optimal solution in this kind of networks, provided that the num-
ber of communication links is divisible by the number of chan-
nels. For any general network, Sequential Assignment Heuristic 
Algorithm is proposed. Simulations are carried out and the re-
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suits show that this algorithm always have good performance. 
How to find out the min-max channel assignment pattern an-
alytically for any general network topology remains a big chal-
lenge. More focus should be made on it in future works. 
• End of chapter. 
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